The Park Federation Academy Trust
Montem Acadmey
Staff Code of Conduct
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PHILOSOPHY
Our staff are committed to putting the needs of the children first at all times. The whole
academy collaborates for the benefit of each and every child, ensuring that they have an
opportunity to be successful in their own way.
The education provided at Montem Acadmey will lay a strong foundation for each child’s
future development as a whole person and contributing member of society.
Knowledge, skills and values together with the essential qualities of curiosity and
excitement are the important elements to meaningful learning.
Opportunities will be given to each child to achieve his or her full potential, a chance to
experience a moment of greatness or importance. Every child has a talent to be nurtured
and developed.
Our pupils will experience an education that is broad based, flexible and inclusive but
which also raises attainment and supports them to meet and manage the many changes
and new developments that are taking place in our society. Most importantly, first hand
experiences must be provided wherever possible.
Our academy is a safe, warm, caring, and friendly place, which provides a supportive and
stimulating learning environment. We have to listen to children and show fairness and
understanding in any event. We will involve their parents and work in partnership with
them in their children's education.
Our children must be encouraged to recognise and accept certain principles of moral and
social behaviour. They must be self confident, self controlled and disciplined, but also
aware of and sensitive to the needs of others.
WHAT IS EXPECTED OF ALL STAFF AT MONTEM ACADEMY

GENERAL
All staff must be committed to:




actively promoting the philosophy and aims of the academy.
raising standards and having high expectations of our pupils.
promoting understanding of the principles and practices for equality and justice for all
members of our academy Community.

It is important that staff should have high personal expectations and set themselves as
good role models for our pupils.

All staff must follow the academy’s School Rules:




We show respect and good manners at all times
We care for everyone and everything
We follow instructions with though and care
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Dress
We should be good role models for the children and represent our profession by looking
and dressing smartly. Children do notice what we wear. You are reminded that you are a
representative of the academy and it is considered that Business Casual is appropriate
work attire for all staff except Site Staff whose job requires suitable protection.

Business Casual is considered:
Gentlemen - collared shirt, smart jumper and trousers. For certain important
occasions/meetings 'Business Smart' i.e. a tie (with shirt collar buttoned up) and jacket
(where appropriate) would be appreciated.
Ladies - smart dress/skirt/trousers and blouse/smart top or jumper. For certain important
occasions/meetings 'Business Smart' would be appreciated.
Footwear must also be smart.
The academy will NOT permit sports/logo t-shirts, jeans/khakis, leggings (unless worn
under a dress or skirt), fashion trainers or other casual footwear, etc. (except for site staff).
The dress code applies from Monday to Friday. 'Dress down' days will only be permitted
with the express permission of the Principal for special events e.g. raising money for
charity.
Track suits, t-shirts and shorts should only be worn on days when teaching PE/games and
should not be regarded as everyday wear.
Lunchtime Supervisor and Controllers must wear their yellow identity jackets at all times
whilst on duty. Dining Staff must wear a tabard at lunchtime. These are provided by the
academy.
Site staff and janitors/cleaners must be aware of any safety requirements and wear
protective clothing when necessary.
Attitudes
Staff are expected at all times to have a positive and sensitive attitude towards the
children, the academy environment and the parents. If there are problems these should be
aired in private to the appropriate person.
All staff must be committed to the whole academy ethos. This may mean:
 giving other members of staff support
 helping out with and responding to issues at playtimes and dinner times
 getting involved with pupils not in your class
 running lunchtime or after academy clubs
 entering competitions to allow pupils to achieve on a regional or national level
 showing appreciation for the work of others throughout the academy
 supporting social events and fund raising activities organised by the parent’s
association
Attitudes such as "it’s not my job" or “it’s my PPA time”, negativity towards any child,
turning a blind eye to a situation, constantly finding fault, or not carrying out agreed actions
will not be condoned.
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Mobile Phone Use and Private Phone Calls
Time spent on private calls is time not spent carrying out the duties of your work role.
Private calls must be kept to a minimum during work time and except in an emergency, no
private calls should be made or received in front of the children, this includes in the
classroom, while teaching or on the playground when on duty. Abuse of this ruling will
result in a warning which could lead to disciplinary action should the warning be ignored.
CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY AND SECURITY
We expect staff to have an awareness and high regard for the confidential, sensitive and
important nature of their role and will be mindful of this at all times including formal and
informal discussions with parents, other members of staff, children and the wider school
community. Particular attention should be paid in public areas of the school such as
corridors, the playground and the staff room.
A “needs to know” approach should be adopted to safeguard this principle and to ensure
no child or group of children is unfairly stereotyped or unnecessarily spotlighted. Where
possible no names should be explicitly mentioned whether for positive, negative or
information purposes in public areas, unless it is on a needs to know basis for all present
to hear.
Confidential information about pupils must be held securely. Confidential
information about pupils must not be held off the school site other than on security
protected school equipment.
SEXUAL CONTACT WITH CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE AND ABUSE OF TRUST
Any sexual behaviour, whether homosexual or heterosexual, by a member of staff,
volunteer or governor with or towards a child or young person is illegal. Children and
young people are protected by the same laws as adults in relation to non-consensual
sexual behaviour. They are additionally protected by specific legal provisions regardless of
whether there is consent or not. All adults working in the school who have contact with
pupils are in positions of trust.
The Sexual Offences (Amendment) Act 2000 specifically established a criminal offence of
the abuse of trust in relation to teachers and others who are in relationship of trust with 16
-18 year olds. There are occasions when adults embark on a course of behaviour known
as 'grooming' where the sole purpose is to gain the trust of a child or young person, and
manipulate that relationship so that sexual abuse can take place. Staff and volunteers
should be aware that conferring special attention without good reason or favouring a pupil
has the potential to be construed as being part of a 'grooming' process, which is a criminal
offence.
Social contact and Social networking
Social networking sites and blogging are extremely popular. Staff must not post material
which damages the reputation of the school or which causes concern about their suitability
to work with children and young people. Those who post material which could be
considered as inappropriate could render themselves vulnerable to criticism or allegations
of misconduct or disciplinary action.
Staff in school should not establish or seek to establish social contact with pupils for the
purpose of securing a friendship or to pursue or strengthen a relationship. This includes
social networking and blogging. Even if a pupil seeks to establish social contact, or if this
occurs coincidentally, the member of staff should
exercise her/his professional judgment in
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making a response and be aware that such social contact in person, by phone or on the
internet could be misconstrued and may place the member of staff in a very vulnerable
position.

INTERNET USE AND ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION
The school has a separate policy on internet use, electronic communication and security
which forms part of this Code of Conduct.
Under no circumstances should adults in school access inappropriate images. Deliberately
accessing pornography on school equipment will be treated as gross misconduct and may
be considered a criminal offence. Accessing indecent images of children on the internet,
and making, storing or disseminating such material, is illegal and is likely lead to criminal
prosecution and may result in barring from work with children and young people.
Personal property of a sexually explicit nature such as books, magazines, DVDs or such
material on any electronic media must not be brought onto or stored on the school
premises.
GIFTS
It is against the law for public servants to take bribes. Staff need to take care that they do
not accept any gift that might be construed by others as a bribe, or lead the giver to expect
preferential treatment. There are occasions when pupils or parents wish to pass small
tokens of appreciation to staff e.g. at Christmas or as a thank-you and this is acceptable.
However, it is unacceptable to receive gifts on a regular basis or of any significant value.
Personal gifts must not be given to pupils. This could be misinterpreted as a gesture either
to bribe, or single out the young person. It might be perceived that a 'favour' of some kind
is expected in return. Any reward given to a pupil should be consistent with school policy,
recorded, and not based on favouritism.

IN RELATION TO THE CHILDREN
Safeguarding
The safeguarding of children is the responsibility of every member of the school
community.
Staff have a duty to safeguard pupils/students from:





physical abuse
sexual abuse
emotional abuse
neglect

The duty to safeguard pupils/students includes the duty to report concerns about a
pupil/student to the academy’s Designated Senior Person (DSP) for Child Protection.
The academy’s DSP is Jane Hassan
The academy’s Deputy DSP is Ann Probert and Darren Stewart.
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Staff are provided with personal copies of the academy’s Safeguarding Policy, Child
Protection Policy and Whistleblowing Procedure. Staff must be familiar with these
documents. Copies of these are available in the staffroom.
Staff must take the upmost care of pupils/students under their supervision with the aim of
ensuring their safety and welfare.
Staff must not use their mobile phone as a camera in academy. Any photograph/video
must be taken using academy equipment. Staff must only save images on academy desk
top computers and not on laptops.
Staff who are in contact with pupils should not use their mobile phones in academy during
their directed hours / paid hours of employment. Outside of these times, mobile phones
should only be used in areas of the academy where pupils are not present.

PHYSICAL CONTACT AND PERSONAL PRIVACY
There are occasions when it is entirely appropriate and proper for staff to have physical
contact with pupils, but it is crucial that they only do so in ways appropriate to their
professional role. When physical contact is made with pupils this should be in response to
their needs at the time, of limited duration and appropriate given their age, stage of
development, gender, ethnicity and background. It is not possible to be specific about the
appropriateness of each physical contact, since an action that is appropriate with one pupil
in one set of circumstances may be inappropriate in another, or with a different pupil.
Physical contact should never be secretive or casual, or for the gratification of the adult, or
represent a misuse of authority. If a member of staff or volunteer believes that an action
could be misinterpreted, the incident and circumstances should be reported.
PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
With pupils:
All pupils have a right to be treated with respect and dignity. Staff and volunteers must not
use any form of degrading treatment to punish or undermine a pupil. The use of sarcasm,
demeaning or insensitive comments towards pupils is not acceptable in any situation.
When speaking to pupils, we always consider how we would expect to be spoken to
ourselves. Shouting aggressively is not acceptable in any situation.
With other members of staff:
We act in a professional manner towards colleagues, irrespective of our relative position or
status within the school hierarchy, for example:
 Speaking politely to one another;
 Being approachable, friendly and welcoming to other adults in school – both staff
 members and visitors;
 Being flexible and understanding of unexpected changes within the school day;
 Communicating clearly and honestly;
 Addressing concerns openly and honestly with the person to whom the concern is
 addressed, whenever possible, without publicly criticising anyone;
 We never act in a way that publicly undermines a colleague
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We all take responsibility for our actions and are prepared to apologise when we
have made mistakes and undertake to learn from those errors;
Not deliberately discriminating or ostracising certain members of staff;
Avoiding the establishment of ‘cliques’ within the staff body;
Supporting the professional development of all colleagues;

Signed by Principal on behalf of the Academy Council
September 2015
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